Pharmacotherapy of Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy.
Drug development and pharmacotherapy of rare pediatric diseases have significantly expanded over the last decade, in part due to incentives and financial support provided by governments, regulators, and nonprofit foundations. Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) is among the most common rare pediatric disorders, and clinical trials of therapeutic approaches have seen dramatic expansion. Pharmacotherapeutic standard of care has been limited to off-label prescription of high-dose, daily corticosteroids (prednisone, deflazacort). Deflazacort received FDA approval for DMD in 2016, although the price increases associated with formal FDA approval and the severe side effects associated with corticosteroid use have limited patient/physician uptake and insurance coverage in the USA. In Europe, EMA has given conditional marketing authorization for prescription of Translarna (a stop codon read-through drug prescribed to ~10% of DMD patients), although there is not yet evidence of clinical efficacy. The FDA awarded conditional approval to etiplirsen, an exon-skipping oligonucleotide drug, based on accelerated pathways (increased dystrophin production in patient muscle). Evidence of clinical efficacy remains the focus of post-marketing studies. There are many innovative pharmacotherapies under clinical development for DMD (Phase I, II, and III clinical trials). All are "disease modifying" in the sense that none seek to replace the full-length, normal DMD gene or dystrophin protein, but instead either seek to introduce an abnormal "Becker-like" version of the gene or protein or target pathophysiological pathways downstream of the primary defect. It is envisioned that the most significant benefit to DMD patients will be through multidrug approaches simultaneously aiming to introduce partially functional dystrophin in patient muscle while also targeting both chronic inflammation and the fibrofatty replacement of muscle.